
The Base-Einstein Condensate 
Three years ago in a Colorado laboratory, scientists 

realized a long-standing dream, bringing the quantum 
world closer to the one of everyday experience 

I n June 1995 our research group at 
the Joint Institute for Laboratory 
Astrophysics (now called JILA) in 

Boulder, Colo., succeeded in creating a 
minuscule but marvelous droplet. By 
cooling 2,000 rubidium atoms to a 
temperature less than 100 billionths of 
a degree above absolute zero (100 bil
lionths of a degree kelvin), we caused 
the atoms ro lose for a full 10 seconds 
their individual idenrities and behave as 
though they were a single "superatom." 
The atoms' physical propercies, such as 
their motions, became identical ro one 
another. This Bose-Einstein condensate 
(BEC), ehe first observed in a gas, can 
be thought of as rhe matter counterpart 
of ehe laser-except rhat in the conden
sare it is aroms, rathcr rhan photons, 
that dance in perfect unison. 

Our short-livcd, gelid sample was the 
experimental realization of a theoretical 
construct that has intrigued scientists 
ever since it was predicted some 73 years 
ago by the work of physicists Albert Ein
stein and Satyendra Nath Bose. At ordi
nary temperatures, rhe atoms of a gas 
are scattered throughout the container 
holding them. Some have high energies 
(high speeds); orhers have low ones. Ex
panding on Bose's work, Einstein 
showed that if a sample of atoms were 
cooled sufficiently, a !arge fraction of 
them would settle into the single lowest 
possible energy state in the container. In 
mathematical rerms, their individual 
wave equations-which describe such 
physical characreristics of an atom as 
its position and velocity-would in ef
fect merge, and each atom would be
come indistinguishable from any ocher. 

Progress in creating Bose-Einstein con
densates has sparked great interest in the 
physics community and has even gener
ated coverage in the mainstream press. 
At first, some of the atrention derived 
from the drama inherenr in ehe decades-
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long quest to prove Einstein's rheory. Bur 
most of the fascination now stems from 
the fact that the condensate offers a 
macroscopic window into the Strange 
world of quantum mechanics, the theory 
of matter based on the observation that 
elemenrary particles, such as electrons, 
have wave properties. Quantum me
chanics, which encompasses the famous 
Heisenberg uncertainty principle, uses 
these wavelike properties to describe 
the structure and interacrions of matter. 

We can rarely observe the effects of 
quantum mechanics in the behavior of 
a macroscopic amount of material. In 
ordinary, so-called bulk matter, the in
coherent contributions of the uncount
ably !arge number of constituent parti
cles obscure the wave nature of quan
tum mechanics, and we can only infer its 
effects. But in Bose condensarion, the 
wave nature of cach atom is precisely in 
phase with that of every other. Quan
tum-mechanical waves extend across 
the sample of condensate and can be 
observed with the naked eye. The sub
microscopic rhus becomes macroscopic. 

New Light on Old Paradoxes 

The creation of Bose-Einstein con
densates has cast new light on long

standing paradoxes of quantum me
chanics. For example, if two or more 
atoms are in a single quantum-mechan
ical state, as thcy are in a condensare, it 
is fundamentally impossible to distin
guish them by any measurcment. The 
cwo atoms occupy rhe same volume of 
space, move at the identical speed, scat
ter light of the same color and so on. 

Nothing in our experience, based as 
it is on familiarity with matter at nor
mal temperatures, hclps us comprehend 
this paradox. That is because at normal 
temperatures and at the size scales wc 
are a ll familiar with, it is possible to de-
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scribe rhe posirion and morion of each 
ancl every objecr in a collecrion of ob
jecrs. Thc numberecl Ping-Pong balls 
bouncing in a roraring drum usecl ro se
lecr lorrcry numbers exemplify the mo
rions describable by classical mechanics. 

Ar exrremely low remperarures or ar 
small size scales, on rhe orher hand, rhe 
usefulness of classical mechanics begins 
to wane. The crisp analogy of atoms as 
Ping-Pong balls begins to blur. We can
nor know the exact posirion of each 
arom, which is berrer thought of as a 
blurry spot. This spor-known as a wa,·e 
packet-is rhe region of space in which 
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we can expecr ro find rhc arom. As a 
collecrion of aroms bernmcs colcler, rhe 
size of each wa ve pack er grows. As long 
as each wave packet is sparially sepa
rarecl from rhe orhers, ir is possible, ar 
least in principle, ro teil aroms apart. 
When rhe remperarure becomes suffi
cienrly low, however, each arom's wave 
packet begins ro overlap wirb rhose of 
neighboring aroms. When rhis bappens, 
rbe aroms "Bose-condense" inro rbe 
lowesr possible energy srare, and rbe 
wave packers coalesce inro a single, mac
roscopic packet. Tbe aroms undergo a 
quanrum idenriry crisis: we can no long-

er disringuish one arom from anorher. 
The currenr excitemenr over rhese 

conclensares conrrasrs sharply wirb rhe 
reacrion ro Einstein 's discovery in 1925 
rhat rhey coulcl exist. Perbaps because 
of rhe impossibiliry rhen of reacbing rhe 
required remperatures-less rhan a mil
lionrh of a degree kelvin-tbe hyporhe
sized gaseous condensate was consid
ered a curiosiry of quesrionable validiry 
ancl lirrle physical significance. For per
specrive, even rhe coldesr deprhs of in
rergalacric space are millions of times 
too hor for Bose condensarion. 

In rhe intervening decades, however, 
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Bose condensation came back imo fash
ion. Physicists realized that the concept 
could explain superfluidity in liquid he
lium, which occurs at much higher tem
peratures than gaseous ßose condensa
tion. ßelow 2.2 kelvins, the viscosity of 
liquid helium completely disappears-

putting the '·super" in superfluidity. 
Not until the late 1970s d id refrigera

tion rechnology advance to the point 
that physicists could emertain the no
tion of creating something like Einstein's 
original concept of a BEC in a gas. Lab
oratory workers at M.I.T., rhe University 
of Amsterdam, the University of British 
Columbia and Cornell Universiry bad 
to confront a fundamental difficulty. To 
achieve such a BEC, they bad to cool 
the gas to far below the temperature ar 
which the aroms would normally freeze 
into a solid. In other words, they had to 
creare a supersaturared gas. Their ex
pecrarion was rhat hydrogen would su
persaturare, because the gas was known 
to resist the arom-by-atom clumping 
that precedes bulk freezing. 

Although rhese invesrigarors have not 
yet succeeded in crearing a Bose-Ein
stein condensate wirb hydrogen, rhey 
did develop a much better undersrand
ing of the difficulties and found clever 
approaches for attacking them, which 
benefited us. In 1989, inspired by the 
hydrogen work and encouraged by our 
own research on the use of lasers ro trap 
and cool alka li aroms, we began ro sus
pect rhar rhese atoms, which include ce
sium, rubidium and sodium, would 
make much better candidates than hy
drogen for producing a Bose conden
sate. Although the clumping properties 
of cesium, rubidium and sodium are not 
Superior ro those of hydrogen, the rate 
at which those atoms transform rhem
selves inro condensate is much faster 

than the rare for hydrogen atoms. These 
much !arger atoms bounce off one an
other at much higher rares, sharing en
ergy among rhemselves more quickly, 
which a llows the condensare to form 
before clumping can occur. 

Also, it looked as if it mighr be rela
tively easy and inexpensive ro ger these 
atoms very cold by combining ingenious 
rechniques developed for laser cooling 
and trapping of alkali atoms with the 
techniques for magnetic trapping and 
evaporative cooling developed by the re
searchers working wich hydrogen. These 
ideas were developed in a series of dis
cussions with our friend and former 
teacher, Daniel Kleppner, the co-leader 
of a group at M.I.T. that is attempting 
to create a condensate with hydrogen. 

Our hypothesis about alkali atoms 
was ultimately fruit ful. Just a few 
months after we succeeded with rubidi
um, Wolfgang Ketterle's group at M .J.T. 
produced a Bose condensare with sodi
um atoms; since that time. Ketterle's 
team has succeeded in crearing a con
densate wirb 10 million aroms. Ar the 
time of this writing, there are at least 
seven teams producing condensates. 
Besides our own group, others working 
with rubidium are Daniel J. Heinzen of 
the University of Texas at Ausrin, Ger
hard Rempe of the University of Kon
stanz in Germany and Mark Kasevich 
of Yale University. In sodium, besides 
Kctterle's at M .I.T., there is a group led 
by Lene Vestergaard Hau of rhe Row
land Institute for Science in Cambridge, 

EVAPORATIVE COOLING occurs in a magnetic trap, which can be thoughr of as a 
deep bowl (blue). The most energetic atoms, depicted with the longest green trajecto ry 
arrows, escape from the bowl (above, left). T hose that remain collide with one another 
frequently, apportioning out the remaining energy (left). Eventually, the atoms move so 
slowly and are so closely packed at the bottom of the bowl that their quantum nature 
becomes more pronounced. So-called wave packets, representing the region where each 
atom is likely tobe found, become less distinct and begin to overlap (below, left). Ulti
mately, two atoms collide, and one is left as close to stationary as is allowed by Heisen
berg's uncertainty principle. This event triggers an avalanche of atoms piling up in the 
lowest energy state of the trap, merging into the single ground-state blob that i~·a B6se
Einstein condensate (below, center and right). 



Mass. At Rice University Randall G. 
Hulet has succeeded in creating a con
densate with lirhium. 

All these teams are using the same 
basic apparatus. As with any kind of 
refrigeration, the chilling of arorns re
quires a merhod of removing hear and 
also of insulating rhe chilled sample 
from its surroundings. Both funcrions 
are accomplished in each of rwo sreps. 
In the firsr, the force of laser light on the 
aroms both cools and insulares rhem. In 
the second, we use magnetic fields ro in
sulare, and we cool by evaporation. 

Laser Cooling and Trapping 

The hearr of our appararus is a small 
glass box wirb sorne coi ls of wire 

around ir lsee illustratio11 0 11 pages 26 
and 27]. We completely erncuare rhe 
cell, producing in effect a superefficient 
thermos bottle. Nexr, we let in a tiny 
amount of rubidium gas. Six beams of 
laser light intersect in the middle of the 
box, converging on the gas. The laser 
light need not be intense, so we obtain 
it frorn inexpensive diode lasers, sirnilar 
to those found in compact-disc players. 

We adjust the frequency of the laser 
radiation so that the atoms absorb it 
and then reradiate photons. An atorn 
can absorb and reradiate many rnillions 
of photons each second, and wirb each 
one, the atorn receives a rninuscule kick 
in the direction the absorbed photon is 
rnoving. These kicks are called radiation 
pressure. The trick to laser cooling is to 
get the atorn to absorb rnainly photons 
that are traveling in the direction oppo
site that of rhe atorn's rnotion, thereby 
slowing the atom down (cooling ir, in 
other words). We accornplish this feat 
by carefully adjusting rhe frequency of 
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rhe laser light relative ro rhe frequency 
of rhe light absorbed by the atoms lsee 
il/11stration abovej. 

In rhis serup, we use laser light not 
only to cool the atorns but also to "trap" 
rhem, keeping thern away frorn the 
room-ternperature walls of rhe cell. In 
fact, rhe rwo laser applications are sirn
ilar. With trapping, we use the radiation 
pressure ro oppose the tendency of rhe 
arorns ro drift away frorn the center of 
the cell. A weak magnetic field tunes the 
resonance of the atom to absorb prefer
enrially frorn the laser bearn that is 
pointing toward the center of the cell 
(reca ll thar six laser bearns intersecr at 
the center of the cell). The net effect is 
rhat all rhe arorns are pushed roward 
one spot and are held there j usr by rhe 
force of rhe laser light. 

These rechniques fi ll our laser rrap in 
one minure with 10 rnillion atoms cap
tured frorn the room-remperature ru
bidium vapor in the cell. These trapped 
aroms are at a temperature of abour 40 
rnillionths of a degree above absolute 
zero-an exrraordinarily low tempera
ture by most Standards but still 100 
times roo hor to forma BEC. In rhe pres
ence of rhe laser light, the unavoidable 
random jostling the atoms receive from 
the irnpact of individual light photons 
keeps rhe atoms from getting any cold
er or denser. 

To get around the limitations imposed 
by rhose random photon impacts, we 
turn off rhe lasers at this point and acri
vate the second srage of the cooling pro
cess. This stage is based on the magner
ic-rrapping and evaporarive-cooling 
rechnology developed in the quest ro 
achieve a condensate wirh hydrogen 
atoms. A magnetic trap exploirs the fact 
that each atom acts like a tiny bar mag-

LASER COOLING of an atom makes use 
of the pressure, or force, exerted by re
peated photon impacts. An atom moving 
against a laser beam encounters a higher 
frequency than an atom moving with the 
same beam. In cooling, the frequency of 
the beam is adjusted so that an atom 
moving into the beam scarters many more 
photons than an atom moving away from 
the beam. The net effect is to reduce the 
speed and thus cool the atom. 

net and rhus is subjecred to a force when 
placed in a magnetic field [see illustra
tion 011 opposite page]. By carefully con
trolling the shape of the magnetic field 
and making it relatively strong, we can 
use the field to hold the atoms, which 
move around inside the field rnuch like 
balls rolling about inside a deep bowl. 
In evaporative cooling, the mosr ener
getic atoms escape from this magnetic 
bowl. When they do, they carry away 
more than their share of rhe energy, 
leaving the remaining atoms colder. 

The analogy here is ro cooling coffee. 
The mosr energetic water molecules leap 
out of the cup into the room (as steam), 
thereby reducing the average energy of 
the liquid that is left in the cup. Mean
while countless collisions among the re
maining molecules in the cup apporrion 
out the remaining energy among all 
those molecules. Our cloud of magneti
cally trapped atoms is at a much lower 
density than warer molecules in a cup. 
So the primary experimental challenge 
we faced for five years was how to get 
the atoms ro collide with one another 
enough times to share the energy before 
they were knocked out of the trap by a 
collision with one of the untrapped, 
room-temperature atoms remaining in 
our glass cell. 

Many small improvements, rather 
than a single breakthrough, solved this 
problem. For instance, before assem
bling the cell and its connecred vacuum 
pump, we took extreme care in cleaning 
each parr, because any remaining resi
dues from our hands on an inside sur
face would emit vapors that would de
grade the vacuum. Also, we made sure 
that the tiny arnount of rubidium vapor 
remaining in the cell was as small as it 
could be while providing a sufficient 
number of atoms to fill the optical trap. 

Incremental steps such as these helped 
but still left us weil shy of the density 
needed to get the evaporative cooling 
under way. The basic problem was the 
effectiveness of the magnetic trap. Al
rhough the magnetic fields that make 
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up the confining magnetic "bowl" can 
be quite srrong, rhe little "bar magnet" 
inside each indi,·idual arom is weak . 
This characteristic makes it difficult to 
push ehe atom around wich a magnetic 
field, even if the arom is moving quite 
slowly (as are our laser-cooled atoms) . 

In 1994 we finally confronted the need 
to build a magneric trap with a narrow
er, deeper bowl. O ur quickly built, nar
row-and-deep magnetic trap proved to 
be the final piece needed to cool evap· 
orativel)· the rubidium atoms into a 
condensate. As it turns out, our partic
ular trap design was hardly a unique 
solution. Curremh- there are almost as 
many different m~gnetic trap configu
rations as there are groups studying 
these condensares. 

Shadow Snapshot of a "Superatom" 

H o"· do we know that we have in 
fact produced a Bose-Einsrein con

densate? To obsen·e ehe cloud of cooled 
atoms, \\·e rake a so-called shadow snap
shot wich a flash of laser light. Because 
ehe atoms sink to ehe borrom of the mag
netic bo"·I as rheY cool, ehe cold cloud is 
too small to see easily. To make it !arg
er, we tu rn off the confining magnetic 
fields, allowing ehe atoms to fly out free
ly in all di rections. After abour 0.1 sec
ond, we illumi1wee ehe now expanded 
cloud " ·ich a flash of laser light. The 

atoms scatter this light out of ehe beam, 
casting a shadow t hat we observe wich 
a video camera. From this shadow, we 
can determine ehe disrriburion of veloc
ities of the atoms in the original trapped 
cloud. The velocity measuremenr also 
gives us the temperature of ehe sample. 

In the plot of the velocity distribution 
[see illustration 011 opposite page], the 
condensate appears as a dorsal-fin
shaped peak. The condensaee atoms 
have the smallest possible velocity and 
thus remain in a dense cluster in the 
center of the cloud after it has expand
ed. This photograph of a condensate is 
further proof that there is something 
wrong with classical mechanics. The 
condensate forms with the lowest pos
sible energy. In classical mechanics, 
"lowest energy" means that ehe atoms 
should be at the center of the erap and 
motionless, which would appear as an 
infinitely narrow and rall peak in our im
age. The peak differs from this classical 
conception because of q uantum effects 
thar can be summed up in three words: 
Heisenberg's uncertainry principle. 

The uncertainty principle puts !imirs 
on what is knowable about anYthing, 
including atoms. The more precisely 
you know an atom's location, ehe less 
weil you can know its velocity, and vice 
versa. That is why rhe condensate peak 
is not infinirely narrow. If it were, we 
would know that ehe aroms were in the 

exact center of the trap and had exactly 
zero energy. According ro the uncer
rainty principle, we cannot know both 
rhese things simultaneously. 

Einstein 's theory requires that the 
aroms in a condensate have energy that 
is as low as possible, whereas Heisen
berg's uncerrainty principle forbids them 
from being at the vcry bottom of the 
trap. Quantum mechanics resolves this 
conflict by postulating that the energy 
of an arom in any container, including 
our trap, can only be one of a set of dis
crete, allowed values-and the lowest 
of these values is not quite zero. This 
lowest allowed energy is called the zero
point energy, because even atoms whose 
temperature is exactly zero have this 
minimum energy. Atoms with this ener
gy move around slowly near-but not 
quire at-the center of the trap. The un
certainty principle and the other laws of 
quantum mechanics are normally seen 
only in ehe behavior of submicroscopic 
objects such as a single arom or smallcr. 
The Bose-Einstein condensate therefore 
is a rare example of the uncertainty prin
ciple in action in ehe macroscopic world. 

Bose-Einstein condensation of atoms 
is roo new, and too different, for us to 

say if its usefulness will evenrually ex
eend bevond lecture demonstrations for 
quantum mechanics. Any discussion of 
practical applications for condensates 
must necessarily be speculative. Never-

CONTINENT-\VIDE THERMOMETER is 4,100 kilomerers (2,548 miles) 
long and shows how low the temperature must be before a condensate can 
form. Wich zcro degrees kclvin in Times Square in New York City and 300 de
grees assigned to City Hall in Los Angeles, room temperaturc corresponds to 
San Bcrnardino, Calif., and ehe temperature of air, frozen solid, to lerre Haute, 
Incl. The temperature of a nearly pure condensate is a mere 0.683 millimcter 
from the thermometer's zero point. 
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theless, our musings can be guided by a 
striking physical analogy: the atoms 
that make up a Bose condensate are in 
many ways the analogue to the photons 
that make up a laser beam. 

The Ultimate in Precise Control? 

Every photon in a laser beam travels 
in exactly the same direction and 

has the same frequency and phase of 
oscillation. This property makes laser 
light very easy to control precisely and 
leads to its utility in compact-disc 
players, laser printers and other ap
pliances. Similarly, Bose condensation 
represents the ultimate in precise con
rrol-but for atoms rather than photons. 
The matter waves of a Bose condensate 
can be reflected, focused, diffracted and 
moclulated in frequency ancl amplitucle. 
This kincl of control will very likely lead 
to improvecl timekeeping; the world's 
best clocks are already basecl on the os
cillations of laser-cooled atoms. Appli
cations may also turn up in orher areas. 
In a flight of fancy, it is possible to 

imagine a beam of atoms focused to a 
spot only a millionth of a merer across, 
"airbrushing" a transistor di rectly onto 
an integrated circuit. 

Bur for now, many of the properties 
of the Bose-Einstein condensate remain 
unknown. Of particular interest is the 
condensa te's viscosity. The speculation 
now is that the viscosity will be rnnish
ingly small, making the condensate a 
kind of "supergas," in which ripples ancl 
swirls, once excited, will never damp 
down. Another area of curiosity Centers 
on a basic difference between laser light 
and a condensate. Laser beams are non
interacting-they can cross without af
fecting one another at all. A condensate, 
on the other hand, has some resistance 
to compression ancl some springiness
it is, in short, a fl uid. A material that is 
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SHADOW IMAGE of a forming Base-Einstein condensate was proccssed by a com
putcr to show more clearly the distribution of velocities of atoms in the cold cloud. Top 
and bottom images show the samc data but from different angles. In the upper set, 
where the surface appears highest corresponds to where the atoms are the most closely 
packcd and are barely moving. Before the condensate appears (left), the cloud, at about 
200 billionths of a degree kelvin, is a single, relatively smooth velocity distribution. Af
ter further cooling to 100 billionths of a degree, the conden-
sate appears as a region of almost sta
tionary atoms in the center of the distri
bution (center). After still more cooling, 
only condensate remains (right). 

both a fluid and a 
coherent wa\·e is go- '' ·· -... ~ .... : 
ing to exhibit beha\·- ' • 
ior that is rich, which 
is a ph1·sicist's way of saying that it is 
going to take a long time tO tigure out. 

Meanwhile many groups have begun 
a varien· of measurements on the con
densates. In a lovely experiment, Ketter
le's group has already shown that when 
two separate clouds of Bose condensate 
overlap, the result is a fringe pattern of 
alternating constructive and destructive 
interference, just as occurs with inter
secting laser radiation. In the atom cloud, 
these regions appear respectively as 

stripes of high densit~· and low clensity. 
Our group has looked at how the in
teractions between the atoms distort 
the shape of the atom cloud and the 
manner in which it qui1·ers afrer we 
have "pokecl" it geml1· \\'ith magnetic 
fields. A number of othcr teams are 
now devising their own experiments to 
join in this work. 

As the results begin ro accrue from 
these and other experiments over the 
next several years, we will improve our 
understanding of this singular state of 
matter. As we do, the Strange, fascinat
ing quantum-mechanical worlcl will 
come a little bit closer to our own. tD 
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